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In 2024, many banking leaders confront the daunting task of navigating 
a complex landscape characterised by evolving customer expectations, 
tighter regulatory demands, and increasing competition, all amid the 
relentless imperative to achieve cost savings. Compounding these challenges, 
the ongoing disruption from emerging technologies, new competitors, and 
innovative ways of banking compels New Zealand banks to transform how 
they operate, with a focus on becoming more agile and efficient.

Zero Operations: Transforming 
banking productivity for tomorrow 

An emerging practice gaining traction in this context 
is the move towards "Zero Operations" (Zero Ops) — 
a vision of eliminating non-essential operational 
processes, overheads, and manual tasks to effectively 
zero or as close to zero as practicable. Zero Ops 
leverages process excellence disciplines and 
intelligent automation tools to streamline and 
enhance routine tasks, complex operations as well as 
key customer interactions. Through Zero Ops, 
organisations can eliminate human error, enhance 
productivity, and reduce costs; effectively 
transforming end-to-end value chains to deliver 
unparalleled customer service.

In essence, Zero Ops isn’t entirely a new concept: it's 
a modern take on the timeless quest for operational 
excellence. But the stakes are much higher today. 
With revolutionary technologies like AI at our 
fingertips, banks should not settle for incremental 
gains, but set their sights for transformative 
breakthroughs. The choice to commit to Zero Ops 
today will define industry leaders in the decades to 
come as we step into the future of banking driven by 
unprecedented demand for agility and efficiency. 
Many banking leaders already recognise the potential 
of Zero Ops to get ahead but doing it right requires a 
strategic, structured, and purposeful execution for 
optimal outcomes.

Our proposed approach to Zero Ops 
comprises of three steps.

1) Focus on value: Define targeted business 
outcomes and identify high-impact 
processes across the value chains to 
maximise value delivery.

2) Organise to deliver: Establish a clear plan 
for implementation and organisational 
change management.

3) Tailor for success: Determine and apply 
the optimal blend of human, process 
improvement and automation tools.
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Zero Ops levers
Tailor for success

Implementation roadmap & 
organisational planning

Organise to deliver

Strategy & identification
Focus on value

E N D - T O - E N D  V A L U E  C H A I N

1

Human resource RPA Traditional AI Generative AIProcess optimisation

Automate repetitive 
tasks, reduce errors, and 
optimise efficiency using 
software bots.

Advanced data analysis 
through deep learning, 
natural language 
processing, and 
predictive modelling.

Natural Language 
Generation, summarisation, 
and content generation.

Eliminate, simplify, 
standardise, and 
re-engineer end-to-end 
processes to ensure 
optimisation before 
automation.

Evaluate where human 
involvement should be 
preserved.

2

3

Use cases: transaction 
processing, account 
management, loan 
processing, and 
compliance checks.

Use cases: Risk 
assessments, credit 
scoring, fraud detection, 
investment management.

Use cases: Automated 
customer support, compliance 
reporting, product design, 
personalised marketing 
content and financial advice.
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Zero Ops goes beyond merely implementing automation 
technologies; it’s about strategically using technology to 
achieve specific business outcomes aligned with the bank's 
overarching strategies.

1. Focus on value

Embracing Zero Ops requires viewing it as a 
comprehensive business transformation, where 
every technology investment and target process 
selection coherently serves a clear purpose that 
contributes to the bank's strategic priorities. Such 
strategic approach shifts the focus from 
fragmented improvements to a powerful, unified 
impact, catalysing exponential returns on 
investment. To fully harness the potential of Zero 
Ops, it's important to adopt a strategic mindset 
from the outset when identifying and prioritising 
process improvement opportunities with the 
greatest impact. 

For instance, a bank aiming to enhance customer 
experience should start by investigating pain 
points in customer onboarding, multi-channel 
support, and personalised digital banking services. 
Likewise, a bank emphasising risk and compliance 
will benefit most from scrutinising processes 

around transaction monitoring, customer due 
diligence, and Know Your Customer (KYC) 
procedures.

To identify the areas of greatest value that align 
with strategic objectives, banks should leverage 
operational data for deeper insights into their 
value chains. Process mining is changing the game 
in this space, offering a modernised, data-driven 
approach to uncovering process optimisation 
opportunities that traditional manual mapping 
approaches might overlook.1

While optimisation and automation opportunities  
inevitably vary across banks, our analysis has 
pinpointed high-impact process areas where New 
Zealand banks stand to gain significant benefits 
from implementing AI and intelligent automation. 

1.Deploying process mining successfully – our proven approach: 
https://www2.deloitte.com/ch/en/pages/strategy-operations/articles/deploying-process-mining.html

A few years back, the Bank of Queensland 
(BOQ) grappled with significant challenges 
stemming from outdated technology and a 
build-up of technology debt. BOQ’s growth 
strategy had been driven by several 
acquisitions that lacked full integration, 
leading to a disjointed system infrastructure. 
This hindered the bank’s operational 
scalability and efficiency, causing slower 
processes, inconsistent customer experiences, 
and increased staff workload. 

In response, BOQ initiated a digitisation and 
automation overhaul, anchored in a multi-
channel growth strategy and a people-centric 
business model. The bank’s technology 
adoption prioritised embedding a customer-
first mindset into its digitisation and 
automation efforts: Instead of focusing on 
isolated efficiency gains, the bank optimised 
each channel's strengths, selectively 
automating processes suitable for machine-
led decision-making while preserving human 
interaction where it was required for high 
value customer engagement. 

This strategic approach was enhanced by 
detailed tracking and analysis of customer 
journeys, enabling the bank to make prudent 
investments in the most impactful systems 
and processes. By leveraging cloud 
technologies, BOQ was able to expand its 
customer data management to gather insights 
that shaped the development of standardised 
processes, leading to systematic 
improvements in the customer experience.

By strategically integrating automation into its 
multi-channel strategy, BOQ was able to 
reinforce its unique position as a mid-tier 
bank. This move drove distinctive growth, 
boosting agility in digital banking channels to 
outmanoeuvre larger competitors while 
leveraging competitive scale in relationship 
banking channels to compete with smaller 
fintech disruptors. Consequently, BOQ 
continues to experience a customer growth of 
+10% across all brands in FY23, driven by its 
customer experience enhancements. This is 
exemplified by the operational milestone of 
opening a bank account in just four minutes 
through its scalable and cost-effective self-
service digital banking platform. 

Bank of Queensland’s strategy-driven automation journey

C A S E  S T U D Y

https://www2.deloitte.com/ch/en/pages/strategy-operations/articles/deploying-process-mining.html
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High impact areas: Consumer banking 

1. Demand generation

Product design

Advertise/promote

Launch products/services

Opportunity management

2. Account opening/fulfillment

Close the loan Insurance verification

Fund the account Onboard customer

Booking Open account

Lien perfection Documentation

Document preparation Fund the account

Onboard customer Validate account 
post-opening

Post-close 
documentation

3. Servicing

Monetary maintenance Research

Non-monetary 
maintenance

Adjustments

Statement generation Clearing & settlement

Reconciliation/
adjustment Image archive

Maintain customer
 profile

Account verification

Collateral management
& insurance tracking Account maintenance

Process exceptions Document imaging

Paid out processing KiwiSaver processing

Securitisation/
investor reporting

Balance & recon.

Escrow Dispute services

Teller capture Legal docs process

Returns Tax residency/ 
withholding tax 

Exceptions

4. Application capture

Collect applications Obtain customer 
information

KYC/AML check Verify information

5. Underwriting/decisioning

Credit analysis Conduct risk assessment

Decisioning

6. Loss mitigation/default management

Manage default 
& collections

Manage REO/collateral 
liquidation

Detect/prevent fraud Manage bankruptcy

Manage/process 
recoveries

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context. Refer to the Appendix for the complete catalogue of high impact areas across banking functions.

Consumer Banking Commercial Banking Asset Management & Treasury
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A successful transition to Zero Ops relies on a clear and 
comprehensive plan to coordinate the various organisational 
changes and mindset shifts necessary for a smooth transition.

2. Organise to deliver

A successful transition to Zero Ops relies on a clear 
and comprehensive implementation plan. 
However, this transformative journey requires a 
plan that does more than just guide the 
implementation; it must also coordinate the 
various organisational changes and mindset shifts 
necessary for a smooth transition. This approach is 
key to ensuring the long-term sustainability and 
effectiveness of the benefits realised. 

Strategic workforce optimisation is a vital 
component of your Zero Ops plan. It involves 
capability planning for the reallocation of resources 
affected by automation and maximising the use of 
time saved by employees. Effectively integrating 
reskilling and redeployment into your Zero Ops 

plan is key to fully utilising the anticipated increase 
in workforce capacity. It's important to embed 
training and retraining from the beginning of the 
roadmap design, rather than treating it as an 
afterthought following implementation.

DBS Bank in Singapore embarked on a digital 
transformation journey with an aim to shift from a 
traditional banking model to one resembling a 
technology company. 

As a starting point, DBS prioritised redefining 
collaboration between business and technology 
teams, establishing a unified Technology and 
Operations division led by joint CEO and CTO 
leadership. This change highlighted DBS's 
commitment to enhancing technological 
leadership and its alignment with the business 
functions as a foundational element of its 
transformation.

Concurrently, DBS focused on a cultural shift for its 
26,000 employees, transitioning to an agile, tech-
driven mindset. This emphasised training and 
upskilling 3,000 staff in AI and ML capabilities and 
fostering a cultural re-orientation towards 
innovation and risk-taking. 

Fast forward to today, DBS's early organisational 
adjustments and enhanced capabilities have 
established a robust technological foundation, 
yielding a long-term competitive edge. DBS was 
able to report record profits in 2020 despite the 
COVID-19 pandemic and has successfully 
diversified its transaction and service offerings into 
other markets by leveraging the core technological 
strengths and organisational culture established at 
the start of its transformation journey.

DBS’s foresight and effective change management 
has positioned the bank as a pioneer in 
technology, setting a benchmark for enduring 
success in the financial sector. The bank views its 
journey as ongoing, with ambitions for a future 
that embraces 5G, IoT, blockchain, and privacy 
engineering, building on its strong organisational 
foundations.

DBS’s successful organisational change management

C A S E  S T U D Y
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3. Tailor for success

Human: Zero Ops isn't about removing all 
human involvement entirely; it's about 
being judicious in integrating technology 
to boost efficiency without losing the 
human touch where it matters most. 
Consider how your customers’ 
preferences often vary with context: they 
may favour speed and convenience for 
routine transactional services, yet still 
prefer direct human interaction when it 
comes to more nuanced and complex 
needs like financial advice.

Process optimisation: A common pitfall 
we observe with organisations embarking 
on their Zero Ops journeys is the 
assumption that automation alone can 
magically fix fundamentally flawed 
processes.

Banks should prioritise simplifying, 
standardising, and redesigning processes 
to ensure they're running at peak 
efficiency before introducing automation. 
It's important to optimise these processes 
on the outset, as automating an imperfect 
process only magnifies its inefficiencies.

Zero Ops is an ideal target state, with many different routes to get 
there. In the pursuit of Zero Ops, banks must determine the optimal 
blend of levers, including human resources, process redesign, and 
automation technologies:

Automation: Another common pitfall is the one-
size-fits-all application of automation technology 
to all processes without assessing their feasibility 
or suitability. Instead, banks should adopt a 
‘portfolio’ approach that leverages a suite of 
automation technologies such as:

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) for 
automating routine tasks, streamlining 
operations like transactions, account 
management, loan processing, and 
compliance checks.

Traditional AI for in-depth analysis and 
decision-making in key areas such as 
credit scoring, fraud detection, and 
investment management or 
personalised customer experiences and 
targeted marketing strategies

Generative AI supported content 
creation, summarisation, Natural 
Language Generation, to automate 
customer service, compliance 
reporting, product design, and 
providing tailored marketing and 
financial advice.

U S E  C A S E S

Application of automation technologies in fraud

Banks can now swiftly and accurately detect fraud 
by employing various automation technologies 
tailored to different parts of the value chain and 
specific uses. This not only reduces annual fraud 
losses but also improves the customer experience 
in fraud resolution:

We have recently supported a global wholesale 
bank in incorporating RPA into its Know Your 
Customer (KYC) onboarding processes, including 
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) assessment and 
screening. This automated routine tasks such as 
company ownership searches, shortening the on-
boarding process and freeing up specialists to 
focus on the riskier parts of the KYC process.

At the more sophisticated end of the spectrum of 
automation technologies, banks are pioneering 
transformative fraud detection methodologies that 
surpass basic task automation. By integrating 
banking fraud analytics powered by AI and ML, 

they can detect suspicious activities in real-time, 
predicting potential fraudulent actions from 
historical data patterns. This approach not only 
identifies issues that might be missed by traditional 
engines or manual reviews but also minimises false 
positives, leading to decreased compliance costs.

Zero-ops implementation will vary across banks, 
each shaped by its unique context. It is important 
to understand your current state and develop a 
winning formula of levers aligned to your business 
strategy and operating model.
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C A S E  S T U D Y

IAG, the largest general insurer in Australia and 
New Zealand, exemplifies how large incumbent 
organisations in regulated industries can 
enhance customer experiences through AI 
automation as part of their Zero-Ops journey.

Challenge
IAG aimed to improve customer experience by 
addressing significant challenges based on claims 
volume. Through a portfolio assessment, the 
insurer identified total loss claims management 
in automotive insurance to be a priority area, 
contributing to 10-15% of its annual claims. 
Historically, this had involved a manual process, 
leading to extended resolution times, increased 
operational costs and customer dissatisfaction.

Approach
A customer-centric review of the claims process, 
focusing on the impact on customers' lives and 
engagement pain points was undertaken, 
revealing AI as the optimal solution.

The existing process had relied on customers 
lodging a claim over the phone or online, 
followed by a manual assessment dependent 
on human inspection and analysis. If the 
assessment determined that the claim was a 
total loss, it was manually triaged and sent to 
the total loss team who calculated the value of 
the offer sent to customers.

To address this, IAG initiated an AI pilot to 
re-design the claims process by predicting the 
total loss outcomes post-accident and fast-track 
prioritised cases. This system not only predicted 
outcomes with over 90% accuracy but also 
automated notifications and document requests 
to the customers, advising them of the possible 
total loss outcome and setting up the 
appropriate touchpoints from the start of the 
customer journey. Digitisation of the process 
allowed customers for an option to settle claims 
online, reducing reliance on call centres while 
automated system rules were used to send 
triggers to customer claim consultants during 
key moments where human interaction was 
likely required.

Outcome 
The initiative significantly improved the claims 
process, reducing resolution times by up to 1.5 
weeks and increasing trial participant NPS by 
10%. This success marks the beginning of IAG’s AI 
adoption journey towards Zero Operations. 
Banks can learn from IAG’s strategic application 
of AI and human-centred design to transform 
customer interactions and streamline 
operations, setting a precedent for leveraging 
emerging technologies in competitive and 
regulated markets.

Lessons from the insurance industry  - IAG
Pioneer the future

Zero Ops represents a significant evolution in the pursuit of 
operational excellence. The task is by no means simple, but 
the rewards will be transformational if it is executed 
properly. The time to act is now  - embrace Zero Ops to 
position your bank as a proactive leader in the dynamic 
future of banking.
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High impact areas: Commercial banking (lending & deposit) 

1. Demand generation

Product design Advertise/promote

Relationship management Launch products/services

Sales support Opportunity management

2. Account opening/fulfilment

Documentation 
preparation

Insurance verification

Close the loan Onboard customer

Fund the account Open account

Booking Documentation

Lien perfection Fund the account

Post-close 
documentation

Validate account 
post-opening

3. Servicing

Syndication 
cash flows

Exceptions

Monetary 
maintenance

Research

Non-monetary 
maintenance

Adjustments

Escrow Clearing & 
settlement

Statement generation Image archive

Reconciliation/
adjustment Account verification

Maintain 
customer profile

Account maintenance

Collateral management 
& insurance tacking Document imaging

Process exceptions KiwiSaver processing

Paid out processing Balance & Reconciliation

Securitisation/
investor reporting

Dispute services

FX processing Legal documents process

Teller capture Tax residency/
withholding tax 

Returns

4. Application capture

Obtain customer 
information

Deal memo & preliminary 
term sheet preparation 

KYC/AML check

5. Underwriting/decisioning

Underwriting & 
credit memo 

Final terms & 
commitment letter

Decisioning Conduct risk assessment

Pricing & 
profitability model

6. Loss mitigation/default management

Manage default 
& collections Detect/prevent fraud

Portfolio monitoring Manage REO/
collateral liquidation

Special assets Manage bankruptcy

Manage/process recoveries

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Consumer Banking Commercial Banking Asset Management & Treasury

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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11. Financial planning

Wealth planning / 
structuring

Investment 
solutions

Banking 
solutions

Credit 
solutions

9. Asset management

Portfolio 
management

Investment research
& analysis

Asset allocation 
& diversification

Performance 
monitoring

Wealth advisory

8. Investment administration

Fund administration

Traditional

7. Risk management

Market risk

Credit risk

Operational risk

High impact areas: Asset management & Treasury

10. Securities, collateral & derivatives

Securities, collateral 
& derivatives management

Over-the-counter 
derivatives

Mandatory corporate
 actions & income processing

Exchange traded 
derivatives

Voluntary 
corporate actions

Collateral margin 
management

Securities settlement Securities custody

Securities 
transaction processing

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

1. Client onboarding

Lead management

Referral management

Upfront  
education/correspondence

Prospect profiling/
qualification

Client profiling

Product/
service enrolment

2. Treasury management

Capital management

Liquidity management

Asset-liability 
management

3. Marketing & development

Market research

Product design & 
maintenance

Marketing

4. Brokerage

Securities lending

Reporting & 
technology

Risk management 
& financing

5. Trading

High touch trading

Electronic trading

Structured trading

6. Relationship management

Client relationship 
management

Life event 
“trigger management”

Institutional sales

Client data/
account maintenance

Additional products 
& services

Product marketing

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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High impact areas: Wealth management 

4. Account opening/fulfilment

Onboard customer Asset allocation

Open the account Customer research

Fund the account

6. Loss mitigation/default management

Suspicious 
transaction reports Portfolio management

Portfolio alerts 
& communication

2. Application capture

KYC/AML check Customer profiling

3. Underwriting/decisioning

Execute Trade Credit Analysis

5. Customer engagement and servicing

Account maintenance/
transaction execution

Automated 
customer servicing

Trust & 
estate planning

Maintain 
customer profile

Market 
scenario testing Trade affirmation

Client reporting 
& review

Market commentary 

Trust administration

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

1. Demand generation

Product design Relationship management

Opportunity management Financial advice & planning

Hyper personalisation

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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High impact areas: Marketing and communications (Marcom)

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

1. Brand management

Brand guideline

Brand positioning 

Brand communications

2. Treasury management

Market research

Target marketing

Market plan 
& campaigns

Content planning

Content monitoring

Content distribution

3. Digital marketing, analytics 
& automation

Digital channels

Analytics tools

Market survey

Customer insights 
& analytics

KPIs/
metrics

Connected 
marketing engine

Marketing automation

4. Customer relationship 
management

Client relationship
 management

Product marketing

Additional products 
& services

Life event 
“trigger management”

Market segmentation
& targeting 

5. Advertising & promotions

Advertisement

Media channels

Content development 
& management

6. Product marketing

Marketing strategies

Targeted campaign

Product awareness

Acquisition & 
cross selling

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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8. Fixed asset accounting

Perform capital planning & approval

Perform capital project accounting

7. Tax and audit

Develop tax strategy

Tax preparation

Process tax

Audit checks

5. Treasury

Manage treasury process 
& procedures

Manage cash

Manage in-house bank accounts

Manage debt and investments

Manage risk & hedging strategy

6. FP&A and reporting

Report & analysis

Budgeting and forecasting

CFO executive summary

Investor reporting

High impact areas: Finance & accounting

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

1. Source to pay

Manage procurement activities

Purchase goods and services

Receive goods and services

Process invoices

Process payment

Generate reports

2. Order to cash

Customer setup and contract

Assess and manage credit

Quote to order process

Order fulfillment

Invoice customer

Process A/R and collections

Manage cash

3. Record to report

Planning and management accounting

General accounting and reporting

Fixed asset project accounting

Payroll accounting

4. General accounting

Manage policies & procedures

Perform general accounting

Perform fixed asset accounting

Perform finance accounting

Trade Clearance

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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5. Risk monitoring and reporting

Product supervision

Sales supervision

Risk dashboards

Monitoring system

High impact areas: Audit, risk & compliance

1. Compliance

Regulatory compliance

Policy development

Compliance RA

Monitoring and testing

KYC

Data privacy

Training and awareness

Regulatory reporting

2. Risk management & governance

Market risk management

Liquidity risk management

Credit risk management

Risk mitigation and control

Margin/collateral

AML and CFT

Fraud management

3. Risk identification and assessment

Risk management policy

Risk management procedures

Risk assessment

Risk modelling

4. Audit

Risk based audit planning

Internal controls 
& evaluations 

Compliance management

Financial statement audit

IT audit

Financial fraud

Operational audit

Regulatory 
compliance audit

Reporting and comms

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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5. Application access and security

User identity and access management

Database activity management

Code management and review

Vulnerability management 
& scanning

6. Monitoring, logging & security

Application /service 
monitoring

Application logging

Cloud infrastructure 
monitoring

Audit logging

Cyber security

7. Data and analytics

Data management 
& governance

Data integration & quality

Data security

Insights & 
recommendation engine

Customer segmentation 
& NBA

High impact areas: IT and operations

1. Operations

Transaction processing

Account management

Clearing, settlement & custody

Cash management

Procurement

Service contract management

IT asset management

2. Customer/RM & support

Self service

L1 support

Contact centre

Conversational AI/live chat

3. Technology management

Technology infrastructure

Tech support

IT strategy

Firm wide systems

IT research & innovation

Knowledge management

4. IT development lifecycle

Application request & development

IT deployment

Application testing

Model testing

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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High impact areas: Human resources

1. Hire to manage

Create HR strategy and processes

Recruit and onboard employees

Manage references

Manage and maintain employee data

Manage organisational data

2. Manage to engage

Train and develop employees

Manage employee performance

Compensate and reward employees

Manage employee movement

Manage life-time events
 & special requests

3. Engage to retire

Manage reporting

Manage HR helpdesk

Manage payroll

Manage offboarding

Offboard employees

RPA/IA Traditional AI Gen AI

Wealth Management Marketing & Communications Finance & Accounting

Audit, Risk & Compliance IT & Operations Human Resource 

H I G H  I M P A C T  A R E A S  

Commercial Banking Asset Management & TreasuryConsumer Banking

This is an illustrative view and may differ according to a bank’s specific operational context
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